1 Look around your classroom. Answer the questions with Yes, there are or No, there aren’t.

Example: Are there any chairs? Yes, there are.

1 Are there any children? __________

2 Are there any birds? __________

3 Are there any pictures? __________

4 Are there any tables? __________

2 Now write questions and answers about your classroom.

Example: life-jackets? __________ Are there any life-jackets? __________ No, there aren’t.

1 windows? ________________________ __________

2 sailing boats? ________________________ __________

3 flowers? ________________________ __________

4 pencils? ________________________ __________
3 Complete the words. Use the letters in the box.

Example: \[ \text{toad} \]

1 oat

2 coat

3 tast

4 __oa__

4 Circle the correct word.

Example: Let’s go to sea in a boat/ goat!

1 I like holidays at the toast / coast.

2 Look at that toad / road! It is green and can jump!

3 It’s cold. Let’s wear a coach / coat.

4 Our school is on Alexandria Toad / Road.
5 Draw a boat at the coast.